Abstract
adequately initialize the SO deep convection in a numerical forecast model, the future 36 evolution of SO SST and its associated climate impacts is potentially predictable.
5
Using multi-model ensemble data participating in the Coupled Model
84
Intercomparison Project (CMIP), Boer (2004) found that the largest potential 85 predictability on decadal scales is predominately over the high-latitude oceans, 86 particularly in the SO and North Atlantic. These diagnostic approaches might serve as 87 a useful benchmark for decadal predictions that are based on observation-initialized 88 numerical models.
89
Given the dearth of long term observations over the SO, we choose to use a The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We briefly describe the CM2.1 105 model, ppvf and APT methodologies in section 2. In section 3, the potential 106 predictability of SO SST using both ppvf and APT methods is presented. In section 4, 107 we explore the physical mechanisms that give rise to high decadal predictability over 
Models and Methods

a. Coupled Model
114
The long-time integrated control run we used in the present paper comes from 
149
The APT is defined as the integral of predictability over all lead times:
151
It is an integral measure of predictability and thus is independent of lead time. To 
161
Since the control run data we used here only has a single ensemble member, a 162 linear regression model is adopted to estimate APT . The regression model is written
165 where ( ) denotes the predictor at time τ, ̂+ is the predictand at time t + τ,
166
is the regression coefficient at time τ and ( ) is the residual term. The
167
climatological and forecast and matrices thus have the form of
169 where is the time-lagged covariance matrix and 0 is the climatological 170 variance. Substituting (7) into the eigenvalue problem (5) gives
172
The left term in (8) North Pacific and SO, with comparable magnitudes in both hemispheres (Fig. 1b) .
203
When we consider the 25-yr mean SST, the SO potential predictability is even higher 204 than the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans (Fig. 1c) from APT maximization is higher than both persistence forecasts.
225
The second most predictable component (APT2) of SO SST is characterized by a 226 dipole structure, with SST anomalies of one sign over the Weddell Sea and SST
227
anomalies of the opposite sign in the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas (Fig. 3a) . The reveals a quasi-70-120 year peak ( Fig. 3c ) that also appears in APT1 (Fig. 2c) . potential predictability up to 5 years ( Fig. 3d) , which is much shorter than the first 236 predictable mode due to noisy characteristics. The APT2 predictability is only slightly 237 higher than the persistence forecasts ( Fig. 3d) , suggesting that the skill mainly arises 238 from the SST persistence.
239
The coherent spectrum of APT1 and APT2 time series shows high coherences 240 over their common peak period 70-120yr ( Fig.4a) , suggesting that the leading two 241 predictable components may have the same ocean origin. To confirm our hypothesis,
242
we conduct a lead lag correlation analysis between these two time series ( 
272
The heat flux and MLD anomalies associated with the APT2 time series show 273 opposite signs with the APT1 (Fig. 6a versus Fig. 5a ), suggesting a weakening of deep 274 convection over the Weddell Sea. Accordingly, the GMOC anomaly shows a spin 275 down of AABW cell (Fig. 6b) . Compared to APT1, the GMOC change is relatively 276 weak and mainly confined south of 60 o S (Fig. 5b versus Fig. 6b ). The associated 277 zonal mean temperature shows a weak cold surface-warm subsurface dipole structure 278 14 over the SO (Fig. 6c) . In contrast to the uniform sea ice response in APT1, the sea ice 279 change associated with APT2 exhibit a dipole pattern, with sea ice increase in the
280
Weddell Sea and sea ice decrease over the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas (Fig. 6d) .
281
The sea ice anomaly over the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas is not only related to 282 the SST anomalies but also linked with the surface wind. As shown in Fig. 6d there.
287
The above regression analyses suggest that the leading two predictable 288 components of SO SST are very likely to be associated with deep convection changes.
289
To test this hypothesis, we examine the SO deep convection characteristics in the ( Fig. 8e-j) . At a lag of 45yr, the AABW phase is totally flipped and reaches its mature 316 negative phase (Fig. 8j) . A close examination finds that the spatial structure of quasi 317 mature phase of AABW cell (Fig. 8a, b) closely resembles the GMOC anomalies 318 associated with the APT1 (Fig. 5b) . Similarly, the transition phase of AABW cycle
319
( Fig. 8f ) matches with the GMOC anomalies associated with the APT2 very well (Fig.   320 6b).
16
We show in Fig. 9 the multidecadal SST cycle associated with the deep 322 convection. During the AABW cell mature positive phase, the SO experiences broad 323 warming anomalies, with maximum values over the Weddell Sea (Fig. 9a, b) . The (Fig. 9a-d) .
332
Once the warm SST anomaly reaches the equatorial eastern Pacific, it triggers the Oceans (Fig. 9b-d) . The PSA teleconnection induces a wavenumber 3 in the 340 mid-latitude, with an anticyclonic circulation over the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas 341 that favors warm poleward advection and thus warm SST there (Fig. 9c-d) . At a lag of (Fig. 9f-j) . At lags of 35-45yr, the SO is almost covered by the negative SST 348 anomalies ( Fig. 9h-j) , which reaches to the opposite phase of deep convection. We 
355
The associated sea ice and subsurface temperature variabilities (Fig. 10, 11 ) are ice decrease over the SO (Fig. 10a, b) , whereas the transition phase sea ice at lag 25yr 360 exhibits a sea ice decrease in the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas and a sea ice 361 increase in the Weddell Sea (Fig. 10f) . These sea ice characteristics are consistent 362 with the sea ice anomalies associated with the APT1 and APT2 (Fig. 10a, b versus 363 Fig. 5d ; Fig. 10e , f versus Fig. 6d ). Fig. 11 shows the multidecadal zonal mean 364 temperature cycle. As expected, the temperature response agrees with the deep compared to the mature phase (Fig. 11f versus Fig. 11a ). Again, these zonal mean 
374
We note that the most predictable SST (APT1) time series over the SO lags the and eventually triggers the occurrence of deep convection.
398
The heat at mid-depth over the Weddell Sea primarily comes from the northern 
404
The gyre still exits when the convection spins down, albeit with a weak amplitude 405 (Fig. 13c) .
406
The convection shutdown is the depletion of heat reservoir at mid-depth (Fig. 13a) .
407
The deep convection leads to a heat depletion in the entire Atlantic and Indian Ocean 408 Basins (Fig. 13d) . By separating the heat content into upper 1000m and deep Weddell Gyre (Fig. 13b) .
414
In brief, the recharge/discharge processes of heat reservoir at mid-depth are the 
Climate impacts
423
In this section, we examine the potential multiyear predictability of surface air 424 temperature (SAT) and precipitation over the Antarctic continent. We find the 425 multiyear predictability of land variables using land predictor itself is lower than the global SST, while the predictand is SAT or precipitation.
432
We show in Fig. 14 land, with maximum amplitudes over the Antarctic Peninsula (Fig. 14a) . The R 2 435 values in the verification data suggest that the Antarctic SAT is able to be predicted 6 436 years in advance (Fig. 14c) . The SAT time series has a pronounced 70-110-yr peak
437
( Fig. 14b) , implying a potential linkage with the SO deep convection. The SST ( Fig. 15a versus Fig. 15d ). The power spectrum of the GAPT1 time series, again,
450
shows a similar frequency peak with the SO SST and AABW cell (Fig. 15b versus 451 Fig. 2c and Fig. 7d ). The R 2 values of precipitation are lower than that of SAT due to 452 22 the noisy characteristics of precipitation (Fig. 14c versus Fig. 15c) . However, the 453 potential predictability of precipitation can still be up to 4 years (Fig. 15c) . potential predictability shown here is therefore purely from internal variability.
464
The most predictable component of SO SST can be predicted in an independent 465 verification data by a linear regression model, with significant skill up to 20 years.
466
The predictable pattern has a uniform SST sign over the SO, with maximum values precipitation can be potentially predictable up to 6yr and 4yr in advance, respectively.
477
These multiyear prediction skills arise from the SO SST, which is again attributed to 478 the internal deep convection fluctuations over the Weddell Sea.
479
The second most predictable component of SO SST is characterized by a dipole shows a dipole structure (Fig. 16a, b) . The maximum SST centers associated with 502 these two modes are primarily over continental shelfs of the Weddell and Ross Seas
503
( Fig. 16a and b) , which are somewhat different from CM2.1 ( Fig. 2 and 3 ). These SST Seas.
509
The power spectrum of APT1 and APT2 time series in CM3 model shows 510 prominent spectrum peaks around 300 years, which are longer than that in CM2.1 511 model ( Fig. 16c versus Fig. 2c and 3c) . This leads to a long persistence time of SST 512 and therefore a long predictability skill, as presented in Fig. 16d and e. The predictive found to be closely linked with the SO deep convection fluctuations (Fig. 16f) . 
656
The dashed black line denotes the 95% significance level. denote the correlation is significant at 95% level.
